
 
 

CHAPTER 6 

SAMPLE REPORT 

GENERAL NOTES 

 The following example has been included to help students write their CIVL 3610 lab reports. A 

major concern for many students in this course is their unfamiliarity with the expectations for the 

different sections of the lab report and its layout. By presenting this sample, this concern has hopefully 

been adequately addressed.  

 The report enclosed in this section covers an experiment that is no longer part of the curriculum 

as presented. It has been annotated to give pointers on specific sections that have previously been 

indicated as troublesome. 
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Abstract 
 This lab report focuses on the behavior of a cylindrical rod under torsional stress and the 

relationship between stress and strain in members subjected to torsion. An aluminum member 

was subjected to torsion testing, with the torque and degree of rotation being recorded as 

prescribed in the procedure.  

 This data was then translated into a plot of torque versus angle of twist. Additionally, 

the surface shear stress and strain were calculated and graphed to determine the experimental 

shear modulus of elasticity via a least-squares approximation (which was found using the 

trendline function in Excel). The shear yield stress was compared to the tension yield stress 

from previous exercises. Based on this comparison, the von Mises Yield Criterion was a better 

predictor of the yielding behavior of the ductile aluminum specimen.  

   

Comment [M7]: An abstract lists what was done 
and what was found. It is on its own page. 
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Introduction 

 The purpose of this exercise was to increase laboratory experience for students as well as to 

familiarize them with the Tinius-Olsen Lo-Torq Torsion Testing Machine, the behavior of aluminum 

under torsion, and the general relationship between torque and angle of rotation as well as the 

relationship between surface shear stress and strain.   

Unlike the tension test, the torsion test has not been standardized to the same extent (Ramey). 

Like the majority of torsion tests, this exercise was performed on a rod with a circular cross-section, as 

this provides ease in the calculation of stresses. Though this similarity with the majority of torsion tests 

allows for the ability to compare results with published values, it does not necessarily lead to those 

values being the same.  

This exercise also highlights the importance of an experiment’s repeatability – the results 

generated in the previous lab sections had less than half the total angle or rotation exhibited in the -003 

data; this deviation indicates that the laboratory procedure and environment may have more of an 

effect on the results of an exercise than previously thought. 

 

Theory 

 “Torque is the tendency of a force to rotate an object around an axis” (Hibbler 2008).  A more 

general idea of torque is an object being “twisted” .An external moment, torque (T), was applied to the 

specimen in this exercise. Using the experimental results for torque, the radius of the rod (r), and the 

polar moment of inertia (J – calculated based on its relationship to the specimen’s radius), it is possible 

to calculate the shear stress (τ) along the outside of the rod (Ramey).  This formula for the shear stress is 

    

  
  

 
        (Equation 1) 

The equation for the polar moment of inertia (Ramey) is 

  
   

 
      (Equation 2) 

 Shear strain (γ) is another useful calculation that can be found by manipulating the information 

found through this exercise by multiplying the angle of twist (φ) by the radius and dividing by the total 

gage length (L) (Ramey). This equation can also be shown as 

  
  

 
       (Equation 3) 
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By creating a plot of the shear strain and shear stress data, the modulus of rigidity (G) can be 

found experimentally.  

The Tresca yield criterion, also known as the maximum-shear-stress theory, is used to predict 

the failure stress of ductile materials subjected to a loading. The theory requires that the absolute 

maximum shear stress must be equal to or less than half the yield stress (Hibbler 2008).  

The von Mises Yield Criterion, also known as the maximum distortion energy theory, is an 

alternative to the Tresca yield criterion. It states that yielding in a ductile material occurs when the 

distortion energy per unit volume of the material is equal to or greater than the distortion energy per 

unit volume of the same material when subjected to yielding in a simple tension test. This second theory 

is through to be 15% more accurate than the former (Hibbler 2008).  

 

Experimental Procedure 

 This procedure was taken from the Blackboard notes (Barnes), replacing the majority of what 

was in the lab manual. The equipment used in this exercise was the Tinius-Olsen Lo-Torq Torsion Testing 

Machine (see Figure 1 below), a micrometer, a ruler, a marker, a tape measure, and a cylindrical 

aluminum member. The Torsion Testing Machine (TTM) was operated by the instructor (who worked 

according to the instructions listed in Ramey), and took two measurements throughout the exercise 

which were recorded for analysis (the angle of rotation and the torque). The TTM was set to have a 

range of 10,000in-lb.  

 

Figure 1: Tinius-Olsen Lot-Torque Torsion Testing Machine 

Comment [M21]: List the equipment used in the 
lab experiment. 

Comment [M22]: Taking pictures of equipment 
that your reader might not be familiar with can be 
helpful. 

Comment [M23]: If, like this image, your 
graphics do not show up on your online submittal, 
you may not get credit for them with your report 
score. Make sure that your submittal’s figures and 
tables are all included.  
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Figure 2: Seated specimen in TTM  

 

 The diameter of the test specimen was measured three times and averaged for future 

calculation purposes. The marker was used to create a reference line along the length of the specimen; 

this line, along with additional tick marks, created a visual reference during testing to illustrate the 

actual effect of torque on the member.  

 Once the specimen was prepared, it was installed in the machine, as seen in Figure 2 above. The 

gage length was measured between the grips. The rod was then preloaded in order to “seat” it within 

the grips; when it was “seated”, the angle was set to 0 degrees of rotation and the torque was recorded 

(this was used to “zero” the experimental measurements for calculation purposes).  

 Next, loading began. The torque was recorded for every 1 degree of rotation for the first 15 

degrees. It was then recorded for every 5 degrees through a total of 90 degrees, every 45 degrees until 

360 degrees, and then every 90 degrees thereafter until fracture. Additionally, the speed of the rotation 

was increased at 15 degrees, 90 degrees, and 360 degrees. When the material fractured, it was removed 

from the machine and the fracture surface was photographed. 
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Results and Discussion 

 The numerical results and the calculated values used to create the graphs in this section can be 

found in Appendix B.  

 The first analysis of the data called for creating a plot of the torque versus the angle of twist for 

the aluminum specimen. As can be seen in Figure 3 below, this specimen experienced an incredibly large 

amount of twist, easily doubling the results of the CIVL 3610-001 and -002 lab groups. During this 

exercise, multiple theories for this phenomenon were postulated which boiled down into three main 

categories: slippage, ambient temperature, and speed of rotation. When observed carefully, it appeared 

that the grips on the ends of the aluminum specimen were occasionally “slipping”. This “slip” may have 

resulted in the ability of the aluminum to seemingly go through a larger twisting deformation when in 

fact it was not actually doing so. However, for this to cause the doubling of the ultimate angle of twist at 

failure, there would have necessarily have been such a visible “slip” that the exercise might need to be 

repeated to obtain accurate results after correctly reseating an aluminum specimen in the grips.  

 

 

Figure 3: Torque v. angle of twist for aluminum specimen 

 

Comment [M25]: Any appendix after Notation 
should be referenced in the report itself. 

Comment [M26]: Do not use names in the lab 
report. 
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The second hypothesis was based on the differences in the atmospheric temperature on the 

days that the lab was performed. Compared to the -001 and -002 lab days, the -003 lab was performed 

during an unusually warm day. Based on the idea that a colder metal will fail where a warmer one might 

continue to rotate, this idea seems plausible. 

 The third option is that the speed of rotation may have an effect on the final degree of rotation 

of the specimen. As stated in the laboratory procedure, the speed of rotation was increased once 

certain predetermined “marks” were reached – 15 degrees, 90 degrees, and 360 degrees. However, the 

actual speed at any time was not recorded, so it is difficult to determine the true effect that this might 

have had on the exercise. The fact that the -003 aluminum sample, cut from the same material as the 

previous groups, took a greater rotation to fail clearly shows that there must have been some difference 

in testing procedures between labs. The true “culprit” might have been one factor alone or a mixture of 

all three, but it is difficult to assign the reason for the difference to a certain area without further 

testing. 

 The angle at failure was between 6840 and 6930 degrees (it is uncertain because the failure was 

unexpected after such a great amount of twist). Below in Figure 4 is a blown-up version of the elastic 

region associated with the aluminum specimen that was tested. In this region, there is a linear 

relationship between the angle of twist and the torque.  

 

Figure 4: Elastic region of aluminum specimen torque v. angle of twist graph 
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 The shear stress and strain were calculated based on experimental results and then plotted. The 

slope of the line in the elastic region of the shear stress versus strain plot (i.e. the least-squares 

approximation trendline) is the experimental modulus or rigidity, which is 443.205 x 103 psi. Compared 

to the theoretical value for the modulus of rigidity for the aluminum 6061 alloy, which was 3.8 x 106 psi, 

there is only a 16.6% difference in this exercise (in favor of the tested specimen). Again, this difference 

likely results from the combined effects of the ambient temperature, slippage, and rotation speed 

during the -003 laboratory period.  

 It was determined during a previous laboratory exercise that the yield stress of aluminum is 

approximately 42 ksi. Halving this to examine the correlation of the Tresca Yield Criterion, the value is 21 

ksi. For this specimen, the yield stress is approximately 24 ksi. Therefore, the energy in the torsion 

exercise is greater than that in the uniaxial tension test, exceeding the Tresca Yield Criterion.  This 

indicates that the Tresca Yield Criterion is not as accurate a predictor of ductile material behavior, as 

stated previously.  

 

 

Figure 5: Shear stress v. strain diagram 

 

Comment [M28]: Explain why any difference 
between theoretical and experimental results might 
exist. 
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Figure 6: Elastic region for aluminum specimen shear stress v. strain diagram 

 

 Figures 7 and 8 are examples of both the failure surface and the ultimate deformations 

exhibited by the aluminum specimen. When comparing to other torsion failure models (Ramey), it is 

very clear that the aluminum is failing like a ductile material would; that is it fails in shear, breaking 

along a plane perpendicular to its longitudinal axis (Ramey).  

 

 

Figure 7: Photograph 1 of aluminum failure surface 
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Comment [M29]: The person who wrote this lab 
report took the images. If someone else had taken 
them and given permission for their use, they would 
need to be cited and referenced in the report. 
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Figure 8: Photograph 2 of aluminum failure surface 

 

 Figures 7 and 8 also illustrate the excessive angle of rotation that the aluminum experienced – it 

is visible through the rotation of the reference line along the length of the specimen.  

 

Conclusion 

 After being “twisted” over nineteen full rotations, the aluminum specimen finally failed. Figures 

7 and 8 provide illustration that aluminum indeed is a ductile material, as it failed in the same manner as 

other ductile materials. The calculated modulus of rigidity, 443.205 x 103 psi, was fairly close to the 

expected theoretical value of 3.8 x 106 psi, but there was error in this calculation. As previously 

discussed, this error can be explained by various hypotheses, but the true reason for this error is 

undeterminable without further testing.  

 In order to remove this error from the calculations, the laboratory environment would have to 

be stable and open to manipulation in each area that was thought to have an effect on the results to 

reach a consensus as to which variable had the greatest effect during testing. As this setup is currently 

unavailable, it must be said that the concluded error is within a reasonable range for this exercise; the 

error did not lead to the conclusion that aluminum is a brittle material. However, had this conclusion 

been reached through calculations, the failure surface would be a sharp reminder that the calculations 

themselves must have been done in error, as they clearly indicate the ductile nature of the material. 

 

Comment [M30]: The person who wrote this lab 
report took the images. If someone else had taken 
them and given permission for their use, they would 
need to be cited and referenced in the report 
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Appendix A: Notation 

 

Symbol     Description     Page Number 

G     Modulus of rigidity     2 

in./in.     Strain ratio      7 

in-lb     Units of torque      7 

J     Polar moment of inertia     2 

L     Gage length      2 

psi     pounds per square inch     7 

r     Radius       2 

T     Torque       2 

TTM     Torsion Testing Machine    3 

γ     Shear strain      2 

π     Pi (3.1415926535)     2 

τ     Shear strain      2 

φ     Angle of twist      2 

  

Comment [M32]: In a formal lab report for CIVL 
3610, there will always be an Appendix A: Notation.  
The symbols will be listed in alphabetical order, first 
English, then Greek. 

Comment [M33]: Notation should be listed in 
columns as seen to the left…symbol, description, 
and page number. 
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Appendix C: Datasheets 

Laboratory Data 

φ Torque "0ed" Torque Shear Strain Shear Stress 

 
0 1154 0 0 0 

1 1220 66 0.00185404 790.8256525 

2 1282 128 0.00370809 1533.722478 

3 1365 211 0.00556213 2528.245647 

4 1451 297 0.00741617 3558.715436 

5 1530 376 0.00927022 4505.309778 

6 1608 454 0.01112426 5439.921913 

7 1687 533 0.0129783 6386.516254 

8 1749 595 0.01483235 7129.413079 

9 1803 649 0.01668639 7776.45225 

10 1860 706 0.01854043 8459.43804 

11 1932 778 0.02039448 9322.156934 

12 2000 846 0.02224852 10136.947 

13 2085 931 0.02410256 11155.43458 

14 2160 1006 0.02595661 12054.1001 

15 2225 1071 0.02781065 12832.94354 

20 2565 1411 0.03708087 16906.89387 

25 2820 1666 0.04635108 19962.35662 

30 3090 1936 0.0556213 23197.55247 

35 3250 2096 0.06489152 25114.70557 

40 3360 2206 0.07416174 26432.74832 

45 3430 2276 0.08343195 27271.5028 

50 3480 2326 0.09270217 27870.61315 

55 3512 2358 0.10197239 28254.04377 

60 3534 2380 0.1112426 28517.65232 

65 3552 2398 0.12051282 28733.33204 

70 3550 2396 0.12978304 28709.36763 

75 3562 2408 0.13905325 28853.15411 

80 3570 2416 0.14832347 28949.01176 

85 3581 2427 0.15759369 29080.81604 

90 3584 2430 0.16686391 29116.76266 

135 3638 2484 0.25029586 29763.80183 

180 3672 2518 0.33372781 30171.19686 

225 3710 2556 0.41715976 30626.52072 

270 3738 2584 0.50059172 30962.02252 

315 3768 2614 0.58402367 31321.48872 

360 3790 2636 0.66745562 31585.09727 

450 3845 2691 0.83431953 32244.11865 

Comment [M34]: Whatever data is collected in 
the experiment will be included in an appendix and 
properly labeled.  

Comment [M35]: Notice how each column has a 
heading labeling what it is. In this case, the units 
were omitted, which is an error that will result in a 
loss of points. 
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Laboratory Data 

φ Torque "0ed" Torque Shear Strain Shear Stress 

540 3870 2716 1.00118343 32543.67382 

630 3895 2741 1.16804734 32843.22899 

720 3913 2759 1.33491124 33058.90872 

810 3934 2780 1.50177515 33310.53506 

900 3944 2790 1.66863905 33430.35713 

990 3948 2794 1.83550296 33478.28596 

1080 3965 2811 2.00236686 33681.98347 

1170 3974 2820 2.16923077 33789.82333 

1260 3980 2826 2.33609467 33861.71658 

1350 3975 2821 2.50295858 33801.80554 

1440 3983 2829 2.66982249 33897.6632 

1530 3987 2833 2.83668639 33945.59202 

1620 3984 2830 3.0035503 33909.6454 

1710 3992 2838 3.1704142 34005.50306 

1800 3996 2842 3.33727811 34053.43189 

1890 3991 2837 3.50414201 33993.52085 

1980 3996 2842 3.67100592 34053.43189 

2070 3996 2842 3.83786982 34053.43189 

2160 4000 2846 4.00473373 34101.36071 

2250 3998 2844 4.17159763 34077.3963 

2340 4002 2848 4.33846154 34125.32513 

2430 4001 2847 4.50532544 34113.34292 

2520 4002 2848 4.67218935 34125.32513 

2610 3998 2844 4.83905325 34077.3963 

2700 3993 2839 5.00591716 34017.48526 

2790 3992 2838 5.17278107 34005.50306 

2880 3999 2845 5.33964497 34089.37851 

2970 3996 2842 5.50650888 34053.43189 

3060 3998 2844 5.67337278 34077.3963 

3150 3998 2844 5.84023669 34077.3963 

3240 4004 2850 6.00710059 34149.28954 

3330 3999 2845 6.1739645 34089.37851 

3420 4000 2846 6.3408284 34101.36071 

3510 4003 2849 6.50769231 34137.30733 

3600 3998 2844 6.67455621 34077.3963 

3690 3995 2841 6.84142012 34041.44968 

3780 3990 2836 7.00828402 33981.53864 

3870 3992 2838 7.17514793 34005.50306 

3960 3986 2832 7.34201183 33933.60982 

4050 3989 2835 7.50887574 33969.55644 

4140 3988 2834 7.67573964 33957.57423 

Comment [M36]: As the table of data is larger 
than a single page, it is important to have the 
headings for each column repeated on each page 
that has the table. 
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Laboratory Data 

φ Torque "0ed" Torque Shear Strain Shear Stress 

4230 3988 2834 7.84260355 33957.57423 

4320 3986 2832 8.00946746 33933.60982 

4410 3978 2824 8.17633136 33837.75216 

4500 3978 2824 8.34319527 33837.75216 

4590 3981 2827 8.51005917 33873.69878 

4680 3978 2824 8.67692308 33837.75216 

4770 3977 2823 8.84378698 33825.76995 

4860 3976 2822 9.01065089 33813.78775 

4950 3979 2825 9.17751479 33849.73437 

5040 3958 2804 9.3443787 33598.10802 

5130 3981 2827 9.5112426 33873.69878 

5220 3975 2821 9.67810651 33801.80554 

5310 3974 2820 9.84497041 33789.82333 

5400 3977 2823 10.0118343 33825.76995 

5490 3981 2827 10.1786982 33873.69878 

5580 3982 2828 10.3455621 33885.68099 

5670 3978 2824 10.512426 33837.75216 

5760 3988 2834 10.6792899 33957.57423 

5850 3982 2828 10.8461538 33885.68099 

5940 3984 2830 11.0130178 33909.6454 

6030 3985 2831 11.1798817 33921.62761 

6120 3981 2827 11.3467456 33873.69878 

6210 3984 2830 11.5136095 33909.6454 

6300 3983 2829 11.6804734 33897.6632 

6390 3979 2825 11.8473373 33849.73437 

6480 3977 2823 12.0142012 33825.76995 

6570 3980 2826 12.1810651 33861.71658 

6660 3981 2827 12.347929 33873.69878 

6750 3973 2819 12.5147929 33777.84113 

6840 3971 2817 12.6816568 33753.87671 


